
SESSION NO#:  Full Swing - Swing 

SESSION GOAL:   To have the players reinforce the grip and aim for a full swing and half swing. 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:  Enough clubs for all players. Flags, cones, golf balls, tennis balls. Optional rope 

VENUE:    On the practice area at the golf course 

INTRODUCTION: Welcome, tell the players what they will be doing today. Ask them if they have had any practice 

from last week’s session, have a short review of what they learned last week. 

   Have them tell you what the safety rules are 

WARM UP:  Simon Says 
1. The juniors are to be lined up along a line of cones about 10m away from the chosen 

“Simon”. 
2. “Simon” makes commands e.g “Simon says........  swing an imaginary golf club” or “Simon 

says............ take 2 hops forward on your right foot”. 
3. If the command is not proceed by “Simon Says...” then the juniors are not to do the action. If 

a player does accidentally move then they are sent back to the line. 
4. The winner is the first person to reach “Simon” and they then become “Simon”. 
5. To make the event more challenging the leader can do the actions the same time  they speak 

the command and can deliver the commands in quick succession. 
 

   10 horizontal swings with no club; 10 tilted swings with club 
    
SKILL: 1. Have the players show you the grip and aim they have learned. Ask if they think this will change 

if using a full swing or a half swing. 
2. Ask what they think will happen to the ball if hit with a half swing. Demonstrate full swing and 
half swing. 
3. Players practice half swing and full swings using correct grip. 
 

TGfU:   Green Hunter 
 

1. Set up 2-5 greens (circle of cones with flag inside) at different distances. Short distance (eg 
30m) for half swings and long distance (eg 80m) for full swings. 

2. Players hit to target and get points if ball finishes inside cones/green. 
3. Players use the same club for all targets 
4. Games can be played in individual, pair or team formats, where each player hits 2 balls to 

each target. 
Can you see: 

 Correct grip 

 Adjustment of swing length for different distances. 
You could ask: 

 What can you do to make the ball go further or shorter in distance? 

 What do you do differently when swinging a half swing to a full swing? 
Variations: 
Easier – use tennis balls, make greens bigger using rope, have targets closer 
Harder – smaller targets, change club being used, place water/bunker hazards and give point 
penalties 

 

WARM DOWN:  Get players to show you their half swing and full swings (4 swings each) 

CONCLUSION:  1. Congratulate everyone on a great session, ask them some questions 

   2. Suggest practice type, inform next session: what, where, when & get feedback 

SELF REFLECT:   


